Recently, the book "Electromagnetic Unification of Four Forces" (ISBN978-3-659-76798-2) was published, compiling the progressions in physics made by the world people, manifested in television while led notably by me and the Members in the world satellite networks from India, Zhejiang and USA. Many important progressions were achieved, such as the spatially localized electromagnetic mass structure; the electromagnetic multi-hairy structure; the electromagnetic orienting force; the thermodynamic stabilization of strong force from electromagnetic multi-hairy hybrid; the weak processes from hybrid split and the electromagnetic oscillatory neutrino structure; the gravitational force as electromagnetic curving and shifting red from electromagnetic orienting force; and so on; electromagnetic unifying the four forces. Afterwards, it was also explained the quantum theory of Planck with the electromagnetic mass hairy structure because all photons emitted from electron possessed identical electrical hairy strength as electron with frequency to differentiate the energy only. Besides, from the various decay products, it was further proposed the electromagnetic structures of particles most important in physics, including those combined baryons based on linear proton and hexagonal neutron, such as the proton, neutron, Λ0 baryon, Σ baryons, and Ξ baryons; those based on kaons from colliding pieces such as the kaons, η baryons, charm quarks, and bottom quarks; those containing the W/Z bosons with wavelength equivalent to hybrid interval, such as the W/Z/Higgs bosons and top quarks. It is expected that this review can introduce all these important progressions to readers for academic propagation and citation.
Introduction
Recently, the author published the book "Electromagnetic Unification of Four Forces" (ISBN978-3-659-76798-2) [1] . As the premise, the energy was present as the frequency of electromagnetic wave or frequency of light in atomic physics, therefore all forces with energy should be unified with the electromagnetic force. In the book, it was compiled the progressions in physics organized by the author Zi-Jian Cai with the India Member, Zhejiang
Member, and US Members in the world satellite networks and accomplished altogether with the anonymous people in worldwide television from 2005 to 2009. During such process there was achieved many very important physics progressions, such as the non-relativity of ideal time and space, electromagnetic mass structure, electromagnetic multi-hairy structure, electromagnetic orienting force, oscillatory neutrino structure, and so on. There was explained and unified the strong force, weak force and gravitational force with the electromagnetic force, realizing the unification of four forces in physics.
The television and satellites were the new public media announcing and propagating these achievements, widely influencing the people of the whole world, and vividly manifesting the unprecedented originality of the achievements.
Afterwards, the author Zi-Jian Cai also explained the quantum theory of Planck with the electromagnetic mass hairy structure. All photons emitted from electron possessed identical electrical hairy strength as electron, so that only the frequency differentiated the energy [2] . In addition, from the various decay products, the author Zi-Jian Cai further proposed the electromagnetic structures of particles most important in physics, while classified them into those combined baryons based on linear proton and hexagonal neutron, such as the proton, neutron, Λ0 baryon, Σ baryons, and Ξ baryons; those based on kaons from colliding pieces such as the kaons, η baryons, charm quarks, and bottom quarks; those containing the W/Z bosons with wavelength equivalent to hybrid interval, such as the W/Z/Higgs bosons and top quarks [3] .
For all such milestone progressions in physics as the electromagnetic unification of four forces and establishment of electromagnetic structures of particles, it is obviously worthy to review their contents briefly as the paper on Open Access journal for the convenience of academic propagation and citation. In this review article, it is attempted to undertake and finish this task. 
Brief Review of Milestone Book: Electromagnetic Unification of Four Forces

The Non-Relativity of Ideal Time and Space
In the book, it was demonstrated the non-relativity of ideal time and space in the first chapter [2] [4] . As proposal, the ideal reference system O was stationary, the ideal reference system A and B moved at constant velocity v and -v respectively.
From the reference system O to see A, the relative velocity was v. If the axial unit of time itself possessed relativity, its relative time changed t. From the reference system O to see B, the relative velocity was -v, and its relative time also changed t. In this regard, the two axial units of time of reference system A and B were equal and the same. Again from the reference system B to see A, the relative velocity of reference system A was 2v, while the change in relative time was close to 2t, different from the situation observed from the reference system O. These two states were concurrent but contradictory. The only explanation was that the difference in value for these axial units of time t = 0. With the same method, it could likely be deduced that the value of difference for the axial units of space x = 0. It was necessary to solve these contradictions and paradoxes with the conclusion that there was no relativity in time and space [2] [4].
In consistency, recently, it was demonstrated in updated experiments that the speed of neutrino was at least equal to that of light [5] . In consideration of that the neutrino possessed the mass, the result was unfavorable to the rationality of special relativity, while in further supported the non-relativity of ideal time and space. Besides, in the special theory of Einstein's relativity, the axiom the speed of light was identical for all inertial reference systems referred to the absolute ideal time and space since the electromagnetic fields would affect the light speed as manifested in light refraction, whereas in the special theory of Einstein's relativity the time and space was measured with physics, changing the concept in the theory.
The Electromagnetic Mass, Multi-Hairy Structure and Orienting Force
In the book, there were moreover introduced some novel electromagnetic structural forms and an important type of force, which were the keys to achieve the significant progressions, as followings:
1) The author Zi-Jian Cai and European people in television proposed that the mass of particle should possess the spatially localized electromagnetic structure from the fact that the γ photon of high energy could transform in reciprocation with the gravitational mass [2] [6] . The mass electrical field and magnetic field of particle moved continuously and transformed reciprocally, but spatially this electromagnetic mass structure did not resemble that of photon which propagated away. Instead it returned to the vicinity around its 
Electromagnetic Unification of Four Forces
In the book, it was utilized the electromagnetic force to unify the strong force, 2) With regard to the weak process, it was suggested in the book that, as the electromagnetic multi-hairy hybrid of positive and negative quark was subject to the multiple destructions and effects such as the internal tension within atomic nucleus and so on, the hybrid was torn apart and there accor- . Besides, the increment of mass during condensation of quarks [7] [8] could only be explained with the electromagnetic conformational change of gravitational entity, with higher mass frequency affected more in coordination in gravitational attraction, supporting this mechanism of gravitational force.
The Electromagnetic Explanation of Classical Quantum Theory and Quantum Tunneling Effect
The book was finished in writing in 2009, with its contents fixed since then. After that time, there have also been achieved new progressions. Herein, it is introduced the explanation of the classical quantum theory and quantum tunneling effect with the electromagnetic structures in the book [2] .
Classical quantum theory has mostly been successful in description of the behavior of electron around the atomic nucleus. Notably, the quantum theory is [15] . Besides, the quantum tunneling effect manifests a particle tunnels through a barrier that it classically could not surmount [16] , so as to refer to quantum theory necessarily.
It is necessary to analyze the photon electron interaction manifesting the quantum phenomena. It is obvious that any photon emitted by the electron would have the same electrical hairy strength as the electron [2] . With the repeated occurrence of photon-electron absorption and emission during the evolution of cosmos, all photons would acquire the same electrical hairy strength as that of electron. In this way, with the identical electrical hairy strength, the energy of all photons would be only relevant to their frequencies [2] , which is exactly the phenomenon of Planck, the basis of quantum theory [2] .
The quantum tunneling effect also deserves to be specially addressed [16] . For an electron to tunnel through a high barrier that it classically could not surmount, it is necessary to resort to the quantum wave property of electron. In the spatially localized electromagnetic mass structure, its electrical field and magnetic field move continuously and transform reciprocally, but spatially they return to the vicinity around their original point of departure [2] [6]. If there is deviation in returning back to the original point due to external effects, the electromagnetic electron would be able to manifest the quantum tunneling effect [2] [16]. This is also the strong evidence in support of the spatially localized electromagnetic structure of mass.
Proposal of the Electromagnetic Structures of Important Particles from Decays
The Methods of Deducing the Electromagnetic Structures of Particles with Their Radiative and Electromagnetic Decay
To determine the electromagnetic structure of particle, the radiative decays and electromagnetic decay of it can provide useful information on the structural constituents of the particle [3] , as the followings: 1) From the mass frequency of particle, it is possible to determine the frequency of the particle and of the hybrid in the particle. 2) From the hadronic and weak interactive decays, it is possible to determine whether there is any electromagnetic hybrid in the particle, as well as the number of constituent particles in the combined particle. The bigger the particles generated in the decays, the more useful to clarify the structure of the combined particle. 3) Sometimes, it is possible that a constituent particle may have more than one hybrids in the combined particle. From the electromagnetic decay, it is possible to assist determination of the number of electromagnetic hybrids present in the particle.
In the book, with the weak interactive decay of charged π meson to μ lepton and finally to positron and electron [2] The τ type neutrino is special in that it is the heaviest neutrino in all three types of neutrinos. From the electromagnetic neutrino structure [1] [2], the τ type neutrino should also be composed of the oscillatory electrical structure of opposite charge. On the other hand, the τ-lepton decays in many ways [19] , with the most common three ways as: 1) τ-→ π-π0 ν τ ; 2) τ-→ π-ν τ ; 3) τ-→ π-2π0 ν τ . With the variety in number of π0 mesons generated, it is obvious that the τ-lepton contains a π-meson with more than one hybrid, while the τ type neutrino possesses one electrical field able to adjust the angle of adjacent hybrid regions in the τ-lepton. Whereas, as τ-lepton may also decay in other minor ways generating more than one π-mesons, it is likely that the τ-lepton may have several subtypes having not been purified yet. The W/Z bosons possesses very big mass up to more than 80 GeV/c 2 [20] . It has been suggested by the physicists that the big mass of W/Z bosons corresponds to the short interactive distance of weak interaction [3] [20] . Because in the book the short interactive distance of weak interaction corresponds to the hybrid interval between the positive and negative electromagnetic entities [2] [13], it is obvious that the W/Z bosons possess the wavelengths equivalent to that interval. Since usually the W/Z boson forms from proton collision, it is conceivable that the generated W/Z boson of high frequency then turns to lock with the hybrid interval present around in quantity. Due to the impurity of the surrounding hybrids the W/Z boson locks to, the W/Z boson decays in numerous ways [3] [20].
To deduce the structure of combined particle from its decays to the constituent particles, it is necessary to consider the conservation of energy (mass), charge and spin. It is necessary to point out that, in the book, the conservation of mass, energy, charge and spin was maintained in the decays of both π mesons and μ leptons [3] [13] [17] [18] , as well as in the electron/positron, neutrinos and photons [3] [13] [17] . If the decays from a bigger combined particle to them are also conserved in energy (mass), charge and spin, it would be certain that the deduced structure of the particle is as well conserved in mass, energy, charge and spin naturally.
Due to the huge number of particles, it is impossible to provide a full description of structures of all kinds of particles. In this regard, in this paper, it is only attempted to depict the structures of some particles most important in physics.
Besides, due to the incompleteness in reliable data available for decays of some high-energy particles, it is also necessary to further improve and rectify the structures listed herein in future. Table 1 .
Photon
With the electromagnetic mechanism of weak process, it was further specu- Witnessed by the author, it was even speculated by the European people in television that the color of up/down quark was related to the number of electromagnetic hybrids within one quark, which needs further investigation.
As the decays of the particles containing the strange quark often involve the generation of π0 particle which can directly decay into γ photons electromagnetically, it is very likely that the decays of these particles through strange quark just represent the deletion of the hybrid region. The mass of strange quark at around 100 MeV/c 2 [24] supports this proposal.
Proton, Neutron, and the Λ, Σ, Ξ Baryons
From the products of decays, it is possible to construct the structure of combined particles. Herein, it is introduced the structures of the important combined particles related to proton, including the proton, neutron, and the Λ, Σ, Ξ baryons, as listed in Table 2 . Whereas, the Δ baryons are too short in life times to be listed herein. 
The K, η Baryons, and the Charm and Bottom Quarks
There are other types of baryons very unstable, including the K, η baryons and so on, as well as the charm and bottom quarks. They decay quickly through kaon-related structure in various modes, including 2π/3π distinct modes often containing π0 products. They obviously contain the mixture of unpurified colliding subtypes of baryons of similar characteristics [3] . The deduced structures of all of these particles are listed in Table 3 .
The W/Z/Higgs Bosons and the Top Quark
The W/Z/Higgs Bosons and the Top Quark are all big in mass of more than 80GeV/c 2 [3] [20] [33] [34] [35] . It has been suggested by the physicists that the big mass of W/Z bosons corresponds to the short interactive distance of weak interaction [20] , so that it is obvious that the W/Z bosons have the wavelengths equivalent to the hybrid interval between the positive and negative electromagnetic entities [3] [13] [17] . The structures of all of these particles are listed in Table 4 .
Discussions
In this article, it is reviewed the important contents of the milestone book "Elec- In this review, it is in further collected some important progressions after the book, in order to acquire the ability to comprehensively explain all experimental phenomena and structures of important particles in physics.
When dealing with the quantum theory with electromagnetic electron wave, it resorts to a reasonable constraint, that is the photon emitted by electron should have the identical electrical hairy strength as that of electron [2] . Accordingly, all photons from electron should have the same electrical hairy strength, so that the energy of photons is only relevant to the frequencies of photons [2] , manifesting the phenomenon of Planck as the basis of quantum theory [2] .
Afterwards, it is certainly important to propose the electromagnetic structures of important particles in physics. All the proposed structures are listed in the Z.-J. Cai Open Access Library Journal above several Tables and convenient for readers to refer and cite. From these many particle structures, ranging from the most basic particles such as electron, neutrino to the huge colliding particles such as Higgs boson, it is possible to classify their structures into four types.
1) The simple stable structure: Many basic and common particles have this type of structure, which are different from each other. Among them, there are the electromagnetic multiple hairy structure of photon, the multiple electrical hairy structure of positron and electron, the oscillatory electrical structure of neutrino, the charged π meson and up/down quark as the respective positron/electron with at least one electromagnetic hybrid of higher frequency.
2) The combined structure based on linear proton and hexagonal neutron:
Many combined particles possess this structure with proton of five quarks in linear structure or neutron with hexagonal plane. Among them, there are the proton, the neutron, the Λ0 baryon, the Σ baryons, and the Ξ baryons. The Δ baryons are too short in life times to be listed.
3) The combined structure based on kaons: Many unstable combined particles possess the structure with K baryons from colliding pieces of various sizes and characteristics as the major constituents. Among them, there are the kaons, the η baryons, the charm quarks, and the bottom quarks.
It is necessary to note that some particles from proton collision, such as Ω-baryon, can decay into both proton-type baryon and K-type baryon, as Ω-→ ΛK-→ (pπ-) K- [36] . Their structures can similarly be worked out from the decay products as others.
4) The combined structure of high frequency containing W/Z bosons: Some unstable combined particles from high-energy collision possess the very high frequency as that of W/Z bosons, whose wavelength can match to the hybrid interval of two particles of opposite charge. Among them, there are the W/Z bosons, the Higgs boson, and the top quarks.
Conclusions
This article reviews the important contents of the milestone book "Electromagnetic Unification of Four Forces" (ISBN978-3-659-76798-2), including the non-relativity of ideal time and space, the spatially localized electromagnetic mass structure, the electromagnetic multi-hairy structure and the electromag- 
